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The following words were numeric word matches in the Hebrew Gematria. I 

present it as a possible reference to the character of Hillary Diane Rodham 

Clinton, both things known, and maybe things hidden from the general 

public. 

Rays Birth – Ray Merriman is a stock market analyst. He put out a video a 

few years ago (after Hillary Clinton lost the election of 2016) that talked 

about the fallacies and problems that result when consulting the stars to 

predict the result of elections. The video makes it sound like he’s on the 

fence when it comes to astrology, so I would never take market advice from 

this man. In determining the results of anything by using the stars to predict 

events and analyze people some things need to be gotten correct in the data 

crunch, which you will see can never result in an accurate prediction. These 

things are: 

• Correct Birth Time – The Exact hour and minute and what time zone 

that the stars prefer [sic] 

• Determining the correct charts to use – Who has the right chart, and is 

there a “right” chart? 



• The astrological issues of determining a winner: most popular votes 

versus most electoral college votes – this confuses most people aside 

from the astrological implications [sic] 

• The role of personal bias. – Is the predictor a liberal or conservative. If 

all other tests passed this one would fail. Bias rules. 

In any regard, consulting the stars for anything is a foolhardy thing to do. 

Astrologers tend to work in a different universe than regular people do. By 

this, I mean that anyone else who would predict an event or two and get it 

right is considered a soothsayer of high caliber, even though they crashed 

and burned on hundreds if not thousands of false prophecies. Truthful 

people, who get things right 99.99999% of the time and get one thing 

wrong is seen as crocks and false prophets.  

The Geomatrix Men – As best as I can tell this is another name for the 

NSA. As you might well know, the NSA records everything that is said on 

any electronic device, and probably many more things that we are not aware 

of. They don’t call them “smart TVs” for nothing, right? This phrase is Hillary 

Clinton’s worse nightmare because the Geomatrix is defined as: “GeoMatrix 

is a unique SS7 protocol-based solution that enables intelligence and law 

enforcement agencies the ability to locate, track, and manipulate GSM / 

UMTS / 3G / 4G (LTE) subscribers covertly virtually anywhere in the world, 

all in real-time using a very friendly GUI and with flexible capabilities of GIS 

mapping.” Enough Said? 



Match Ophiuchus – Ophiuchus (The Serpent Bearer) is a constellation in 

the Zodiac. The sun is usually in Ophiuchus between November 21 and 

December 21 of any given year. Ophiuchus is known as the 13th astrological 

sign (depends on the source). Knowing that Hillary Rodham Clinton practices 

the Wicca religion and is quite advanced within such, it has to be that she 

worships Lucifer in some fashion, and her apparent practice of bloodletting 

by human sacrifice confirms that fact, so much so that crossing her has 

gained her perspective victim as being prepared to be Hillaried.  

Jerome – Jerome Corsi is a leaker who leaked that Hillary Clinton had 

physical and/or mental problems and would not be fit for office. As of this 

writing, Corsi is still alive, which is almost miraculous since he released dirt 

on a Clinton. 

Alvin – Alvin Form is a liberal journalist who has worked closely with Hillary 

Clinton. He has written pieces that are intended to correct lies and mistakes 

that have arisen from the Clinton political machine and is a close friend of 

the Clintons.  

Adding Q to A Phrase Is Demonic – While no quote can be found 

attributing such a phrase to Hillary Clinton it would be remiss to write this 

off as rhetoric. Qanon has posted a lot of truth about HRC and I’m sure that 

if Hillary could find out who the real Q is, he or she would be in a body bag 

before the day is over. 



Six of Clubs – I will just refer to the next phrase. However, if you notice 

that there are two number 6’s on the card and there are 6 club symbols that 

equal 666.  

Lucifer’s Number – Manly P. Hall, a highly esteemed author, and 33rd 

degree Mason stated that the number of Lucifer is 741. He did not elaborate 

because doing so would be contrary to Masonic established rules and 

regulations regarding the dissemination of too much information. The Bible 

says that the Antichrist will worship the god of fortresses, meaning that he 

will be associated with Mars or Aries, and since he’s the god of lies and 

deceit, Satan falls into this category.  

The Grey Aliens – Pretty self-explanatory seeing that the Gray Aliens are 

fallen angels that guide their puppets and give them the means to 

accomplish the deeds of their lord, namely Lucifer or Satan. Hillary is a high-

level Wiccan. 

First Fruits – In Biblical terms, these are the first and best yields of the 

crop or animal that are offered for sacrifice. With the knowledge that Hillary 

is a Wiccan/Satanist, it would stand to reason that this refers to her human 

and/or animal sacrifices. Also, it is common knowledge that Hillary has had 

quite a few people killed, each kill in the Satanic realm is considered a 

sacrifice. Every sacrifice, according to Satanic tradition makes the one 

performing the sacrifices (or ordering them) higher on the power scale.  



Lov – An Acronym for “Letters of Verification,” this might have something to 

do with her E-Mail scandal or it could be verifications sent to her to verify 

that the sacrifices that she has ordered have been accomplished.  

Ancient Egypt – Ancient Egyptians ascribed gods to the forces of nature. 

Wiccans do the same thing. 

Secret Art Master – Again, proof that Hillary is a high-level Wiccan/Satanist 

and has reached the master level. 

Six Tiphareth – This is a term used in Kabbalah. It is defined as; In the 

Bahir, it states: "Sixth is the adorned, glorious, delightful throne of glory, 

the house of the world to come. Its place is engraved in wisdom as it says 

'God said: Let there be light, and there was light.'" 

Tiferet is the force that integrates the Sefira of Chesed ("compassion") 

and Gevurah ("Strength, or Judgment (din)"). These two forces are, 

respectively, expansive (giving) and restrictive (receiving). Either of 

them without the other could not manifest the flow of Divine energy; 

they must be balanced in perfect proportion by balancing compassion 

with discipline. This balance can be seen in the role of Tiferet, wherein 

the conflicting forces are harmonized, and creation flowers forth. 

Tiferet also balances Netzach and Hod in a similar manner. In that 

case Hod can be seen as the intellect where Netzach is seen as 

emotion. 



The Names of God associated with Tiferet is Tetragrammaton Eloah Va 

Daath. The Archangel of this sphere is Raphael. Melachim(kings) is the 

Angelic order associated with Tiferet, and the planetary/astrological 

correspondence of Tiferet is the sun. The Qliphah of Tiferet is 

represented by the demonic order Thagirion, ruled by the Archdemon 

Belphegor. The symbol associated with this sphere is a majestic King. 

Tiferet also occupies a place on the middle pillar, and can be seen as a 

lower reflection of Kether, as well as a higher reflection of Yesod and 

Malkuth. Tiferet relates to the sun, and as such, it takes a central 

place in the lower face of the Tree of Life, much in the same manner 

that the sun is at the center of the solar system. It is not the center of 

the universe, as one could perhaps argue Kether to be, but rather it is 

the center of our local astronomical system. Nonetheless, it is the sun 

that gives light and life, even though it did not create itself. Tiferet can 

be seen as a metaphor for these same attributes. 

Tiferet is unique amongst the Sephirot as it is connected to all the 

other Sephirot (except Malkuth) via the subjective paths, be them 

conscious or less conscious. Its position down the center between 

Keter and Yesod indicates to many Kabbalists that it is somewhat of a 

"converting" Sephirot between form (Yesod) and force (Keter). In 

other words, all crossing over the middle path via Tiferet results in a 

reversed polarity. The law of conservation, valid both for energy and 



mass, tends to corroborate this – in all cases of energy transmutation, 

as it may happen in the transmission of gifts and goods from parents 

to their children, a sacrifice is necessary so a new form may be born. 

Tiferet is the middle of the tree. Five Sefirot surround it: above are 

Chesed at the right (south) and Gevurah at the left (north), and below 

are Netzach at the right, Hod at the left, and Yesod directly below. 

Together these six are a single entity, Zer Anpin, which is the 

masculine counterpart of the feminine sefira Malkuth. In certain 

contexts, Tiferet alone represents all the sefirot of Zer Anpin, so that 

the entire tree appears with only five sefirot: Keter, Chochmah, Binah, 

Tiferet, and Malkhut. 

In both the Jewish and Hermetic trees of life, Tiferet has eight paths, 

leading (counterclockwise) to Keter (through Daat), Binah, Gevurah, 

Hod, Yesod, Netsach, Chesed, and Chokmah. 

Spyros – This is a Greek word defined as; As a Greek name, Spiro may also 

be spelled Spyro. It comes from the Greek Spiros/Spyros/Speros (Greek: 

Σπύρος), with a nominative final "s" that is usually dropped when Anglicised. 

It is a male-given name fairly common in the Greek-speaking population 

(Greece especially in Corfu whose patron saint is Saint Spyridon, in Cyprus, 

Greek diaspora) as well as among the Christians of Lebanon where it is a 

common first and last name. It is a shortened form of the archaic-sounding 



Spyridon (Σπυρίδων), which means in ancient Greek "basket used to carry 

seeds" (Σπυρί, grain, seed). The Greek diminutives for Spirydon are Pipis 

(Πίπης ) and Pipeto (Πιπέτο).  

In effect, the Bible talks about a sower of seed that sows bad seed in with 

the good seed that the sower sows which causes tares to grow with the 

wheat. When Yeshua refers to the evil sower, he is referring to Satan and 

the seed that is sown is a satanic seed. Hence, the meaning could be that 

Hillary is a satanic seed (a tare) that grew up with the wheat but in the end, 

is being revealed as serpent seed rather than Godly seed. It could also refer 

to Hillary as being the basket that contains bad seed. 

VQ – This is a military designation for the reconnaissance squadron. It is a 

fact that there were reconnaissance drones in the area of Benghazi, Libya at 

the time of the attack. I found difficulty in researching which squadron the 

drones would have belonged to, but the fact that the situation was being 

monitored and Hillary knew what was occurring, but did nothing shows 

coverup and culpability of her as acting ambassador. 

Jarred – Nothing found in connection with this spelling. 

Elven – A word that means Elflike. Elves play into the Wiccan religion and 

are thought to be called upon to perform mischief against a Wiccan’s 

adversaries.  



Garmonbozia - The word for "Pain and Sorrow" in the David Lynch film 

"Twin Peaks: Fire Walk With Me". People's garmonbozia is collected and 

eaten by the demonic beings who inhabit the Black Lodge, and when they 

eat it, it visually resembles creamed corn. 

The Emerald City – The city that housed the Wizard in the movie, “The 

Wizard of Oz.” The theme of this movie is often used in MK Ultra training of 

people groomed by the CIA and other covert groups. 

God Speaks Through – The word “God” here doesn’t mean the God of the 

Bible, but the fallen cherub Lucifer. 

Leven – Is simple past and past participle leavened. Leaven in Biblical terms 

refers to something that has been consumed by sin. 

Master Leo Gurochan – No context to Hillary Clinton. Probably refers to 

someone with this name that has the same numeric value. 

Pretzel – A term used by pedophiles. Hillary is known to have visited 

Epstein’s island where children were used for nefarious purposes. 

UN Sinks USA – The ultimate goal of Hillary, if she would have become 

president, was to destroy the USA and turn it over to the New World Order.  

Be The You – A humanist term for transforming yourself from what you are 

to what you want to be. 



Cannabis Ruderalis Herb – This is the third form of Cannabis. It is often 

combined with Sativa or Indica to help it flower under adverse conditions. Is 

it possible that Hillary is involved in this somehow, only God knows? 

Jolt – This is a fascinating word because it could mean several things. If you 

type “Hillary Clinton Jolt,” into a search engine (at this certain time) you will 

find articles that talk about a jolt being positive or negative. Hence, a “jolt,” 

can mean something happens that brings her into a favorable light, or a jolt 

is brought about by bad news that brings her down below her baseline. 

Therefore, it has been something found in headlines in the past, but that 

doesn’t mean that something will not occur to bring her favorability rating 

higher or lower. This is an active and living word that will probably be with 

her until the day that she dies, either by execution because of treason, or of 

a natural death (if not dead already) that will allow the gates of Torments to 

open very wide. 

Yitammu – This is part of a Hebrew phrase which states: “Again, in their 

commentary to the conclusion of Psalm 104, “yitammu chata’im min ha-

‘aretz” (“Let sin disappear from the land”), the Rabbis emphasize: “sin”, and 

not “the sinner.” [Source: https://templeisraelva.org/news-from-

rabbi/weekly-message-rabbi-panitz] 

If you read the lesson that the Rabbi is teaching, he is talking about 

acceptance of Jews toward a convert to Judaism and how when the convert 



comes it should be realized that nobody has led a righteous life and that it 

must be remembered that you don’t throw the baby out with the bathwater. 

An examination of this passage might come across as being sympathetic 

toward Hillary Clinton, however, there is being born into sin (every human 

is) and being a person of perdition that manufactures ways to sin and 

creates murder to cover up her sin. Hillary can be compared quite aptly to 

Jezebel of Tanakh fame whose demise is that she fell off of a high wall and 

that dogs consumed her flesh, hardly the fate of someone who renounces sin 

and should be forgiven of it, therefore. 

The Islamic Uprising – Probably no other number affiliation serves Clinton 

better than this one does. Hillary was Barack Obama’s Secretary of State 

during part of his administration. At the time that she served, Ambassador 

Stevens went to Benghazi, Libya to investigate the sale of missiles to certain 

terrorist factions. I know, that’s not the official story, but it is what 

happened. He was going out something that would expose Obama and 

Clinton in a treasonous act. Supposedly, the terrorists were tipped off and 

Stevens and several others were taken captive, tortured, and killed. Later 

evidence proved that Hillary knew that this was going to happen, and when 

the military received distress calls from Stevens and the consulate, the 

military asked to intervene to save Stevens and the others who were 

brutalized and killed. Their request was denied. Hillary later “cleansed” her 

email accounts of all correspondence regarding her implication, but copies 



were kept by Wikileaks and most probably the NSA. Also, certain emails 

were found on the cell phone of Anthony Weiner, husband to Huma Abedin, 

the Iranian aid to Clinton.  

Lightning Conductor – As you probably know, a lightning conductor is 

usually something that reaches toward the heavens bringing it closer to the 

source of lightning. It can be a tree, a flag pole, or a tall building. Hillary the 

Wiccan has attempted to reach the heavenly realm by practicing a religion 

that tries to assert that people can grow closer to godliness if they practice 

certain rites. Notice, I used a small letter “g” in that word, because the god 

that Hillary is attempting to be is one of nature. The goal of higher-level 

Wiccans is to gain power through worship and manipulation of nature. It’s a 

nasty religion where Wiccans of different colors (meaning demeanors, not 

races) all vie to be top dog. 

Throughout Hillary’s life she has been a lightning conductor, metaphorically 

speaking. She was reprimanded by her boss during the Watergate hearings 

for being a bumbler. She and her hillbilly husband, Bill Clinton have cheated, 

lied, and murdered their way to the highest office of the Land, yet every 

accusation that has been brought against them has been forgiven by their 

base, their fellow politicians, and their god, Lucifer. Yes, she is a lightning 

conductor, but the lethal charge of the lightning bolt always seems to pass 

through her to affect those around her, and like the infamous John Gotti, she 

seems to be coated with Teflon. However, in the same manner that Gotti 



was finally found out and convicted, so will be Hillary and Bill Clinton, 

hopefully well before they pass into the down elevator. 

Symbiosis – Well, here is another word numeric value that truly describes 

Hillary Rodham Clinton. The word, Symbiosis, is defined as: 

Symbiosis (from Greek συμβίωσις "living together", from σύν 

"together" and βίωσις "living") is any type of a close and long-term 

biological interaction between two different biological organisms, be it 

mutualistic, commensalistic, or parasitic. The organisms, each termed 

a symbiont, may be of the same or of different species. In 1879, 

Heinrich Anton de Bary defined it as "the living together of unlike 

organisms". The term was subject to a century-long debate about 

whether it should specifically denote mutualism, as in lichens; 

biologists have now abandoned that restriction. 

Symbiosis can be obligatory, which means that one or more of the 

symbionts entirely depend on each other for survival, or facultative 

(optional) when they can generally live independently. 

Symbiosis is also classified by physical attachment; symbiosis in which 

the organisms have bodily union is called conjunctive symbiosis, and 

symbiosis in which they are not in union is called disjunctive 

symbiosis. When one organism lives on the surface of another, such as 

head lice on humans, it is called ectosymbiosis; when one partner lives 



inside the tissues of another, such as Symbiodinium within coral, it is 

termed endosymbiosis. 

Goodness, where do we start? We’ll keep it simple. Hillary likes socialism. 

She would love for the working class to support the higher classes through 

higher taxes, whereupon she would make the lower classes feel like she was 

taking care of them, this is sort of parasitical. Also, Hillary, being a Wiccan 

would love to place all other religions, especially those who will not 

recognize her as “Queen” into a lower class of religion where they would be 

subject to other religions, like Islam, which she seems to adore, although 

she doesn’t seem to grasp that Islam would not recognize her as “Queen,” 

and would not honor or respect her, therefore they would be eliminated 

before they could eliminate her. She is a rabid feminist and a lesbian which 

means that men would have to be relegated to a lower class of human 

beings and would become subservient to women. The list goes on and on 

and on. 

Allahxandre Lessard – There are several people with this name that can 

be found by researching, but none appear to have any sort of researchable 

ties with Hillary Rodham Clinton. 

SUMMARY 

As I have shown, Hillary Rodham Clinton has some very interesting 

numerical equivalents associated with her. As usual, there were some 



ambiguous names found and most of them were searches of names that 

other people placed in for sports figures and plain everyday people. My 

suggestion, if you do look up your name, do not save it to the directory. It 

just causes more work for serious researchers.  

The Etymology of Her Name: 

Hillary: 

Hilary or Hillary is a given and family name, derived from the Latin hilarius 

meaning "cheerful", from hilaris, "cheerful, merry" which comes from the 

Greek ἱλαρός (hilaros), "cheerful, merry", which in turn comes from ἵλαος 

(hilaos), "propitious, gracious" 

Diane: AKA: Diana:  

Probably derived from an old Indo-European root meaning "heavenly, 

divine", related to dyeus (see ZEUS). Diana was a Roman goddess of the 

moon, hunting, forests, and childbirth, often identified with the Greek 

goddess Artemis. 

As a given name, Diana has been regularly used since the Renaissance. It 

became more common in the English-speaking world following Sir Walter 

Scott's novel Rob Roy (1817), which featured a character named Diana 

Vernon. It also appeared in George Meredith's novel Diana of the Crossways 

(1885). A notable bearer was Diana Spencer (1961-1997), the Princess of 

Wales. 



Rodham: From Roddam (Northumberland). 

The word Rodham in the Anglo-Saxon language refers to the prefix Rod 

having several different usages including - 'clearing in the forest'; a 'raised 

river bed section' and 'area where osiers grow' with the Ham suffix related to 

living quarters of home, hamlet etc. The Scandinavian "Rödhamn" (in Aland) 

meaning 'red harbour' is also close enough to show toponymic evolution 

from the northern Germanic. 

Conclusions: 

We can see that it is quite clear that the name “Hillary” defines as cheerful. 

She appears that way in public, but those who have seen her in private say 

that she is a wicked and vindictive person that throws temper tantrums.  

The name Diane derives from the Roman, Diana and fits perfectly with the 

definition of Moon Goddess. Interestingly, Allah denotes the Islamic mood 

god. Maybe that is why she seems to have a love affair with Islamic peoples. 

It is also notable that being a Wiccan, and a high order one at that, she 

would celebrate Wiccan sabbats, (AKA Satanic special days) which are 

celebrated during full moon periods of the year. 

Lastly, the meaning of her Surname (maiden) is interesting. Put together it 

means, a hamlet that is in the clearing of the forest where the willow grows. 

Willows are one of several trees revered by Wiccans. They are one of the 9 

sacred woods burned in a bonfire. They were used for healing properties and 



for making potions. Their tender branches were used to weave into wicker 

baskets which were said to symbolized and/or held a “woman’s mysteries.” 

It appears, judging by Hillary’s preference for Wiccan ritual and tradition, 

that the name Rodham has brought down through the generations a Wiccan 

bloodline. 

So, her name could be summed up by saying, “The Happy Girl [sic] who is 

named after the moon goddess and whose family line is Wiccan and it 

originated in a home that was in a clearing in a forest where the sacred 

willow tree grew, a tree that was used in Wiccan celebrations and 

mysteries.” 


